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Introduction
The Florence Station is a park and ride station, located in the heart of the
Florence-Graham unincorporated community in Los Angeles
County. Florence-Graham is a dense urban area, reflecting its
surrounding communities. It’s primary land uses are commercial, auto
dealership, restaurant, office, and single-family residences. The station is
located adjacent to Roosevelt County Park, which includes a senior center
and two Head Start programs, on Graham Ave., and is in the middle of a
high traffic retail area on Florence Ave, which includes restaurants,
markets, and other neighborhood shops.

Demographics and Ridership
The median household income of $24,643, for the area around Florence
Station, is significantly lower than the LA County household median of
$43,518. Less than one-fourth of the population speak English as their
primary language. More than three-fourths of the population speak
Spanish as their primary language.
The following table, from 2000 Census Data and Metro Ridership Data,
illustrates local demographics and transit ridership, within one-mile of the
station:

The following table lists the schools in the area:

Florence Avenue Pedestrian Enhancement Plan
The County of Los Angeles Districts One and Two have collaborated to
create the Florence Avenue Pedestrian Enhancement Plan. The Plan aims
to enhance the pedestrian level environment for Florence Ave, by
increasing bus shelters, planting landscaping, adding street furniture, and
installing decorative intersections. The Plan is approved by the County
and has funding for implementation.
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Purpose and Methodology
The purpose of this study was to assess existing conditions and make
recommendations to improve pedestrian and bicycle access to the
Florence Station. This station was chosen because it serves a lower
income population that is heavily transit dependent. Community
involvement and input was a key element of the study.
The methodology consisted of a site audit of the station area, an analysis
of site access, field work, bilingual interviews and two stakeholder
meetings. The site audit was conducted within one-half mile and onemile of the station area to assess walking and biking conditions to the
station. The following pages present the results of that research, and
recommendations to improve walking and biking access to the Florence
Station.
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SITE ACCESS: STREET OVERVIEW AND CONDITIONS

The table below illustrates street data in area:

A mix of Class II, secondary and residential streets serve the Florence
Station. Due to the study area’s relatively flat topography, the Florence
Station area is typified by a consistent street grid. Many residential
streets, which are located adjacent to the station, are through streets.

*Street Classifications
Class I Major Highways: ADT of over 50,000, 126’ right of way (ROW), 6 full-time through
lanes .
Class II Major Highway: ADT between 30-50,000 ADT, 104’ ROW, 4 full-time through lanes.
Secondary highway: ADT between 20-30,000, 90’ ROW, 4 full-time through lanes.
Collector streets: ADT up to 10,000, 50-64’ ROW, 2 full-time through lanes.
Residential streets: ADT of less than 10,000, usually less than 5,000, less than 50’ right of way,
two full-time through lanes.
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SITE ACCESS: TRANSIT OVERVIEW
The area is well served by transit, with many local and regional
connections. Transit users in the area access the Metro Blue Line Rail,
Metro Rapid Bus, Metro Local, and LADOT Dash to travel to a variety of
locations, including downtown Los Angeles, Inglewood, and nearby
communities of Southgate, Huntington Park, Maywood, Bell Gardens,
and Cudahy.
The table below illustrates the connecting lines near the Florence Station.
Buses are outfitted with double bike racks unless otherwise noted.

Pedestrian at bus shelter near Florence Station. Image Credit: LACBC

Bus arrival and pick-up near Florence Station Image Credit: LACBC
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SITE ACCESS: PEDESTRIAN OVERVIEW AND CONDITIONS
Many pedestrians use Florence Ave. to access the station, patronize
various retail destinations, and travel to and from their work and
residences. Due to these circumstances, pedestrian access on Florence
Ave., especially, is limited by crowded sidewalks. If pedestrian needs
were more accommodated, Florence Ave. has the potential to be
transformed into a pedestrian-friendly street.

Florence Avenue Pedestrian Enhancement Plan

Shoppers, strollers and other pedestrians on Florence Ave. Image Credit: LACBC

A vibrant mix of pedestrians, street vendors and transit on Florence Ave.

County staff has recently approved and funded implementation for a
Florence Avenue Pedestrian Enhancement Plan. Once implemented, the
plan will include many pedestrian amenities for Florence Ave. However,
the Pedestrian Enhancement Plan does not include sidewalk widening or
curb bulb-outs, which would make this a more truly pedestrian friendly
street.

Image Credit: LACBC
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SITE ACCESS: BICYCLE OVERVIEW
Many cyclists in the area ride on the sidewalk or the wrong side of the
street. Because of the many pedestrians using the sidewalks, this can
cause conflict between local cyclists and pedestrians.
There is potential for the development of on-street bikeways on
secondary streets and low-traffic residential streets, such as Nadeau St.
and Miramonte Ave.
Adding bike lanes to arterial streets would currently be unfeasible
because it would require removing car lanes and/or parking.

Bicycle Parking
Although bicycle parking at the Florence Station is underutilized, adding
bike racks along Florence Ave. would aid bicyclists accessing local
businesses.
Below is a table, which displays the current parking capacity and usage for
the Florence Station:

Cyclists on Florence Ave. riding on the wrong side of the street. Image

Credit: LACBC
Bike racks at Florence Station. Image Credit: LACBC

Recommendations
The implementation of new bike facilities, in and around the Florence
Station will help the existing cyclists and encourage new cyclists to ride in
a safer manner on the streets. Specific recommendations are detailed
later in this report.
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COMMUNITY OUTREACH
ON-SITE INTERVIEWS
At the Florence Station, twenty-two on-site interviews of pedestrians and
bicyclists were conducted in both English and Spanish. The interviews
aimed to gauge the concerns and experiences of people who walk or bike
to access the station. Interview questions were developed to understand
community conditions, concerns, and trends. Examples of interview
questions were: What routes did people take to the station? What
obstacles did they encounter? How could their experience be improved?
Major Concerns Identified:
•Speed of auto traffic
–
Most people mentioned concerns about speeding cars
and the need for motorists to slow down to increase
safety for pedestrians and cyclists.
•Personal security (petty crime/beggars/loiterers)
–

They expressed a need for more security and patrolling,
especially on foot and bike, and outside of patrol car.
•More lighting needed, especially off of the main streets
–
Interviewees stated that more lighting was needed around
the neighborhood.
•Sidewalk infrastructure and condition (crossings, pavement,
intersections
–
People wanted wider sidewalks and more visible crossings
•Economic development needed in area
–
Many people stated that if the area was more
economically developed, they would feel safer walking or
biking around the station.
–
People expressed that there would be more jobs less
crime.

•Bike racks are needed near neighborhood stores on Florence Ave.
–Many cyclists do not use the bicycle racks at the Florence
Station for fear of getting their bicycles stolen, but would use
bike racks in the neighborhood, because they could keep an eye
on their bikes while they patronize stores.
•Lack of landscaping and trees
–People said that they would enjoy walking or biking around the
station more if there were more trees and landscaping
especially on Florence Ave.
•Police education about bikes
–Cyclists communicated that they did not know many laws
pertaining to bicycling.
–They indicated that police in the area also did not know about
bicycle laws.
Other Findings:
•Florence Ave. becomes full of pedestrian and bicycle traffic on the
sidewalks and streets during peak-hours.
–Street vendors, strollers, bicycles, wheelchairs and other traffic
overwhelms the busy sidewalk.
–The need for wider sidewalks especially on Florence Ave.
becomes more apparent during peak-hours.
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COMMUNITY OUTREACH
STAKEHOLDER MEETINGS

Second Stakeholder Meeting

Two stakeholder meetings were held to obtain more detailed feedback
from community members and government officials.

A second stakeholder meeting was conducted to present and discuss
recommendations with government officials, staff and representatives of
the community. Attendees included LA County Department of Public
Works and LA County District One Staff.

First Stakeholder Meeting
The first stakeholder meeting was organized to gain feedback from the
community regarding specific issues and of existing conditions in the
area for bicycling and walking. Residents, local cyclists, LA County
Department of Public Works Staff, and LA County District Two staff
attended the first stakeholder meeting. A draft Concept Access Plan Map
of the study area and proposed pedestrian and bicycle improvements
were presented to the meeting attendees. Attendees assessed and
documented existing conditions through bike and walkabouts, which are
short biking and walking tours.
After the first stakeholder meeting, community comments from the
meeting, interview data and site audit information was analyzed to
develop draft recommendations.

Specific Comments:
•
The need for the current plan to be integrated into the Florence
Pedestrian Enhancement Plan and vice versa, as feasible.
•
Bicycle recommendations need to be continued beyond the study
area boundaries in order to be effective
•
Some of the attendees suggested phasing in certain sets of
recommendations.
•
Some staff members were concerned about curb bulb-outs and
radius reductions due to truck traffic in the area.
–
They expressed a potential danger for pedestrians in
installing curb bulb-outs at locations with truck traffic due
to the possibility of the truck not being able to turn in a
safe manner.
–
Truck traffic data and other considerations should be
assessed before installing curb bulb-outs in the area.
•
Staff members commented that zebra-stripe crossings are not
standard for protected intersections within the City and County of
Los Angeles, but special consideration could be given to protected
crossings near rail stations due to safety concerns and high
volume of pedestrians and bicyclists near the stations.
Community and stakeholder comments are recorded in the following
pages, along with existing conditions gathered from site audits. A
Concept Access Plan Map on the next page shows the study area and
recommendations, while the subsequent pages detail the specific
observations, community comments and recommendations for each
location.
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1

Florence Metro Blue Line Station

Florence Station

Graham Ave.

Aerial view, existing conditions Florence Station Image credit: Microsoft Live Search Maps

Observations/Community Comments
•
Many people cross at south end of parking lot to access station.
There is currently no crosswalk at this location.
•
Station only has one roof for shade and shelter. Station users
commented that the station needs more areas to provide shade
and shelter from sun and rain.
•
Uneven surface conditions between tracks making crossing
difficult for pedestrians and disabled on Florence Ave.
•
Narrow sidewalk; many people commented that a wider sidewalk
would create a more pleasant experience for pedestrians and
bicyclists.
•
Lack of pedestrian crossing arms. When trains arrive, the only
gate that comes down is for motorists.
•
Lack of way-finding signage to and from Florence Station and
other nearby destinations.
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Aerial view, Florence Station with zebra stripe crosswalk and more shelter Image credit: Microsoft

Live Search Maps

Recommendations
•
Paint zebra stripe crosswalk south of Florence Ave. to parking lot with
ramps and tactile devices.
•
Paint advanced yield bar for cars to slow down near crosswalk.
•
Add another roofed shelter to provide shade and protection from rain.
•
Repave and smooth surface between rail and asphalt.
•
Widen sidewalk on Florence Ave.
•
Construct pedestrian-level crossing arm at rail crossing to protect and
warn pedestrians that the train is arriving.
•
Install way-finding signage to and from Florence Station and various
nearby destinations on Florence Ave.
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Florence Ave. and Holmes St.

Florence Ave.

Aerial view, existing conditions Image credit: Microsoft Live Search

Maps

Observations/Community Comments
•
3 blocks east of station
•
High pedestrian traffic on Florence Ave.
•
Push buttons at intersections not close to crosswalk
•
Speeding motorized traffic does not yield to pedestrians
•
Cars encroach in crosswalk/speeding
•
Lack of shade
•
Crossing signal changes too quickly
•
Lack of way-finding signage to and from Florence
Station and other nearby destinations

Aerial view, recommendations Image credit: Microsoft Live Search Maps

Recommendations
•
Construct curb bulb-outs to shorten walking distance
•
Widen sidewalk
•
Straighten crosswalk geometry
•
Paint zebra stripe crosswalks with advanced stop bars
•
Install double perpendicular ramps with tactile devices
•
Plant trees along Florence Ave.
•
Increase signal phase for pedestrians
•
Move push button closer to crosswalk
•
Add way-finding signage
•
Install way-finding signage to and from Florence Station and various nearby
destinations on Florence Ave.
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Holmes St. and 69th St.

Holmes St.

Aerial view, existing conditions Image credit: Microsoft Live Search

Maps

Observations/Community Comments
•
•
•
•

Bike lane symbols faded
Striping on Holmes St. encroaches on intersection
Speeding motorized traffic does not yield to
pedestrians on Florence Ave.
Lack of way-finding signage to and from Florence
Station and other nearby destinations
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Aerial view, recommendations Image credit: Microsoft Live Search Maps

Recommendations
•
Repaint bike lane stripes
•
Paint zebra stripe crosswalks with advanced yield bars
•
Construct curb bulb-outs to shorten walking distance
•
Install double perpendicular ramps with tactile devices
•
Install way-finding signage to and from Florence Station and various nearby
destinations on Florence Ave.
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Florence Ave. and Wilson Ave.

Florence

Ave.

Aerial view, existing conditions Image credit: Microsoft Live Search

Maps

Observations/Community Comments
•
Long crossings at unprotected crosswalk
•
No ramp at end of crosswalk on Florence Ave.
•
Where ramps exist they are unitary ramps
•
Speeding motorized traffic does not yield to
pedestrians on Florence Ave.
•
Lack of landscaping
•
Lack of way-finding signage to and from Florence
Station and other nearby destinations

Aerial view, recommendations Image credit: Microsoft Live Search Maps

Recommendations
•
Install median refuge with nose to allow pedestrians to safely cross one street at a time
and to shorten walking distance
•
Reduce curb radius to shorten walking distance
•
Install double perpendicular ramps with tactile devices
•
Paint advanced stop bars
•
Plant landscaping
•
Install way-finding signage to and from Florence Station and various nearby
destinations on Florence Ave.
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Florence Ave. and Crockett Blvd.

Florence Ave.

Aerial view, existing conditions Image credit: Microsoft Live Search Maps

Observations/Community Comments
•
Pedestrians jaywalk at this location because of the long
distance to nearest crosswalk
•
Long crossings across Florence Ave.
•
High pedestrian traffic on Florence Ave.
•
High auto traffic volume and speed on Florence Ave.
•
Numerous comments about uplifted/broken sidewalk
conditions at Crockett Blvd.
•
Lack of way-finding signage to and from Florence Station
and other nearby destinations
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Aerial view, recommendations Image credit: Microsoft Live Search Maps

Recommendations
•
Paint zebra stripe crosswalk with advance yield bar
•
Construct landscaped median refuge to allow pedestrians to safely cross one
street at a time and to shorten walking distance
•
Reduce curb radius to shorten walking distance
•
Install double perpendicular ramps with tactile devices
•
Repair sidewalk on Florence Ave. at Crockett Blvd.
•
Install way-finding signage to and from Florence Station and various nearby
destinations on Florence Ave.
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Nadeau St. and Compton Ave.

Nadeau St.

Aerial view, existing conditions Image credit: Microsoft Live Search Maps

Observations/Community Comments
•
Nadeau St. - one block from station; quiet street and
good east/west access
•
Long crossings
•
Speeding motorized traffic does not yield to pedestrians
on Compton Ave.
•
Lack of way-finding signage to and from Florence Station
and other nearby destinations

Aerial view, recommendations Image credit: Microsoft Live Search Maps

Recommendations
•
Construct curb bulb-outs to shorten walking distance
•
Paint zebra stripe crosswalks with advance stop bars
•
Install double perpendicular ramps with tactile devices
•
Install way-finding signage to and from Florence Station and various nearby
destinations on Florence Ave.
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Florence Ave. and Miramonte Blvd.

Florence Ave.

Aerial view, existing conditions Image credit: Microsoft Live Search Maps

Observations/Community Comments
•
4 blocks west of station
•
Long crossings at Florence Ave.
•
Speeding motorized traffic does not yield to
pedestrians on Florence Ave.
•
Unitary ramps directed into street
•
High pedestrian traffic without adequate time to
cross
•
Lack of shade
•
Garbage dumping on Miramonte Ave.
•
Lack of way-finding signage to and from Florence
Station and other nearby destinations
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Aerial view, recommendations Image credit: Microsoft Live Search Maps

Recommendations
•
Construct curb bulb-outs and reduce curb radius to shorten walking distance
•
Paint zebra stripe crosswalks with advanced stop bars
•
Install double perpendicular ramps with tactile devices
•
Install countdown signal
•
Plant trees for shade
•
Increase trash and debris maintenance and enforce dumping laws on Miramonte
Ave.
•
Install way-finding signage to and from Florence Station and various nearby
destinations on Florence Ave.
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Other Bicycle Recommendations
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Whittsett St., 76th St., and Lou Dillon St.: designate as a signed bike route

9

Crockett St.: designate as a signed bike route from Florence Ave. to 83rd St.

10

Nadeau St.: designate as a sharrowed bike route from Central Ave. to end of Florence Station study area boundary
•Potentially can extend eastbound past Florence Station study area boundaries.

11

68th St.: designate as a signed bike route from Central Ave. to Miramonte Blvd.
•Potentially can extend north and soundbound past Florence Station study area boundaries.

12

Miramonte Blvd.: designate as a signed bike route entire length of study area boundary

13

Compton Ave.: designate as a sharrowed bike route entire length of study area boundary
•Potential to be a 3-mile sharrowed bike route
•Connects with proposed sharrowed bike route on Compton Ave. north and south of Florence Station in Vernon and Rosa Parks Station study areas,
respectively

14

Hooper Ave.: designate as a signed bike route entire length of study area boundary
•Connects with proposed bike route on Hooper Ave. north of Florence in Vernon Station study area boundary
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